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1. Different types of investment: short run and delayed effects 

Investment and flexibility in the labour market are presented as the 
fundamental factors for employment. The importance of investment, 
especially public investment, is emphasized by economists of the 
Keynesian tradition, whereas flexibility is considered the essential fac
tor by economists of the laisser faire persuasion. In my view both fac
tors are important, although their effects differ from one country to 
another and in their timing. When referring to mature industries in 
advanced countries we have also to take into account competition 
from developing countries, which in some respects is related to the 
question of flexibility. 

Public investment is decided by the state, on the basis of some 
form of cost-benefit analysis and subject to the constraints of the 
budget. Private investment can be stimulated by reducing either cor
poration tax or interest rates; the expansion in the money supply 
should also be considered, since it is not automatically determined by 
a reduction in the interest rate. Two additional intangible factors are 
usually not mentioned: the efficiency of bureaucracy and political 
stability. True, it is not the task of the economists to discuss them; 
yet, we have to recognise that they are very important. 

There are two types of public investment. The first is concerned 
with general infrastructures, the second with specific infrastructures, 
such as those intended to stimulate the growth of industrial districts. 
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Private investment, too, is of two types. Investment of the first 
type gives rise to an increase in productive capacity in a number of 
firms, that of the second type to an increase in the productivity of la
bour - in other words to lower unit labour costs. 

The four types of investment have this in common: in the pe
riod during which they are carried out they expand effective demand 
and employment - which is exactly the effect that Keynes, who fo
cused his analysis on the short run, had in mind. It is well known that 
Keynes, albeit in a paradoxical vein, considered even admittedly un
productive public expenditure to be a stimulus to demand and em
ployment - in the short run the effect would be the same. 

Both types of public investment increase productive capacity, 
but in the case of general infrastructures the increase is spread 
throughout the economy; the second type may be directed towards 
certain types of activity or particular areas and its effects can to some 
extent be estimated beforehand: both types of public investment 
complement private investment, but in the latter case, i.e. in the case 
of specific infrastructures, the complementarity is close and visible. 

The distinction between the two types of private investment is 
largely abstract, since both always - or almost always - produce both 
types of effect; the difference lies largely in their composition: one 
promotes mainly productive capacity, the other mainly productivity. 
Productive capacity is stimulated by a sustained increase in demand, 
while productivity is stimulated by an increase in the cost of labour 
relative to the prices of machines, i.e., by an increase in the ratio be
tween W /P,ru. Yet a sustained increase in demand too stimulates pro
ductivity, since new firms entering into an expanding market buy 
new machinery, which as a rule is more efficient than the old, with 
the result that new firms tend to organize their productive activities 
more efficiently than older ones. That an expanding market promotes 
productivity increases is exactly the view propounded by Adam 
Smith - the division of labour depends on the extent of the market; 
and the division of labour is at the origin of those increases. (The 
Smith effect has been reconsidered, in different terms, by Verdoorn 
and Kaldor.) Investment that generates mainly increases in productiv
ity can thus be the result of two impulses, which usually act together, 
though in various ways; if we consider their origin, we may speak, in 
the case of a sustained increase in demand, of the Smith effect and, in 
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the case of an increase in the relative cost of labour, of the Ricardo ef
fect, since Ricardo discussed it in chapter XXXI of his Principles. 

In conclusion: in the short run - year on year - investment gen
erates an increase in demand, while an increase in demand, however 
generated, tends to stimulate investment capable of increasing both 
productive capacity and productivity, with the proviso that the sec
ond component tends to prevail when the \!7 /P =ratio rises. 

2. The productivity, employment and unemployment equations. 
The investment/income ratio 

There are several analytical advantages in working out a productivity 
equation and deriving from it two more equations concerning em
ployment and unemployment. If we consider productivity not as an 
exogenous but as an endogenous variable we may start with the fol
lowing equation: . 

(1) 

whe.re ll is the productivity of labour, Y is GNP, L the cost of labour 
per unit of output, given by the difference between the rate of change 
of the jnd~x and that of productivity of labour already under way 
(L = W /11), W the wage index, P the index of prices for finished 
goods, P.ru the price index of machinery, I investment and the circum
flex accent denotes a rate of yearly change. Y represents the expansion 
of the market and thus indicates the Smith effect, whereas the differ-

A A 

ence W- P.ru is the Ricardo effect. I shall not discuss either the Smith 
or the Ricardo effects here, but shall briefly consider the rationale of 
the second variable, i.e., the difference L- P. 

In the short run, if the rate of increase in labour costs tends to 
exceed the rate of increase in prices for finished goods, managers are 
induced to save labour by redistributing jobs among workers within 
the firm and reorganizing the production process in a more efficient 
way· If the rate of increase in wages is expected to continue, managers 
will be stimulated to introduce labour-saving equipment, knowing 
th~t ~he ~ncrease in productivity caused by this decision will n~t m_f
~enahze m the same year, but in a later period. The variable (L - P) 
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can then be introduced either without a lag or with a shorter lag than 
those of the other two variables, i.e., X c:-,Y;- P.,,) and I, with the pro
viso that the lag referring to the first of these variables is presumably 
longer than that related to the second variable, since the labour saving 
component of investment depends on the difference (W- 'P,,~). Given 
the composite nature of investment - output-increasing and labour
saving - the explanatory value of I is, at best, only partial; we should 
expect it to rise only when the rate of increase in wages clearly exceeds 
that in the prices of machinery. All in all, we treat aggregate private 
investment as only a step in the logical sequence and consider only 
current investment, included in Y Qet us remember that Y = C + I). 

The above equation is intended to explain the continuous varia
tions in productivity originated by minor innovations and adapta
tions. From the standpoint of scientific and technical progress such 
innovations are of very modest importance, but they are of great rele
vance for economic development in the short run. Major innovations, 
on the contrary, are discontinuous - they are the source of erratic 
shocks - and are relevant mainly in the long run; they may lead to the 
creation of new goods or to entirely new methods of producing exist
ing goods. 

The productivity equation can easily be adapted to employment 
if we recognize that the rate of change in productivity is equal to the 
difference between the rate of chanee of income and the rate of 

A A .J? 
change in employment, or II= Y - N, where N is the level of em-
ployment. Having omitted lagged investment, we are left with the 
short run effects of current investment included in Y, which should 
be seen as the sum of C and I. If b < 1 and if we put b' = 1 - b , we 
have: 

A A A A A A 

N= -a+ b'Y.,-c(L-P)-d(W-P.,,) (2) 
A 

i.e. the employment equation. Y appears with a positive sign both in 
equation (1), where it indicates the Smith effect, according to which 
an increase in Y brings about an increase in productivity, and in the 
employment equation. This is not a contradiction, provided that 

A 

b < 1; if in equation (1) Y represents the Smith effect, in equation (2) 
it can be seen as representing demand, or the Keynes effect. 

If we decide to 'explain' not the percentage of unemployment, 
as is usual, but the rate of change in the level of unemployment, the 
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third equation is UN = FL - N, where FL represents the labour force, 
or: 

A A A AA AA 

UN= a+ e FL- b' Y + c' (L- P) + d' 0-'V- P.,,)_m. (3) 

. As a rule, in their theoretical models economists, beginning 
w1th Keynes, assume the labour force as given; in this case the unem
ployment equation coincides with the employment·equation with in
verted signs in the variables. However, F'L = 0 is not the n1le but the 
exception, owing to the increase in population due to both the natu
ral increase and imJ!ligration, and in the participation rate of women. 
Thus the variable FL is also greater than zero. 

The Appendix presents a series of econometric estimates, with 
satisfactory results, and several diagrams showing that the variations 
in the percentages of unemployment and in the IIY ratio are specular. 
The behaviour of this ratio directly or indirectly expresses the various 
impulses coming from I: directly, it includes the expansion in effec
tive demand; indirectly, it includes the effects on productivity and ca
pacity generated by previous investment. Thus, if Y rises as a result of 
an increase in productivity due to previous investment, then the per
centage of unemployment falls if the rises in I is greater than that in 
Y, since an increase in Y proportional to that of JJ is obtained with
out an increase in employment. Only if I increases more than Y does 
~nemployment fall; and the increase in investment should propor
tionately be even g~eater than that in Y if the labour force increases. 
On the other hand, Y can increase without encountering bottlenecks 
if previous investment has determined an expansion in productive ca
pacity. A given increase in income can absorb a proportionally 
greater number of unemployed workers if real wages decline. 

3. Technological unemployment and professional mismatch 

In recent years economists have devoted much attention to techno
logic~! une~ployment. This type of unemployment can be said to 
owe Its ongms to labour-saving investment; however, such invest
ment sa~es labour per unit of output: it creates unemployment only if 
output mcreases less than productivity. It is therefore misleading to 
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state that this type of investment necessarily generates unemploy
ment. To be sure, when certain firms, especially large ones, decide to 
introduce revolutionary innovations and to reorganize their activity 
so radically as to reduce the number of their employees dramatically, 
then even a large increase in output cannot offset the cut in their la
bour force, a good number of whom will become unemployed. But 
this will happen in particular types of firm and in given sectors; it will 
have serious and lasting consequences on aggregate employment only 
if aggregate demand does not increase sufficiently. 

Investment that leads to the production of new goods does not 
appear to give rise to unemployment. In the long r~n, however,. :his 
can be the case, when the resulting new goods come mto competmon 
with already existing goods: steamships with sailing-ships, railways 
with horses and carriages, and so on. Bearing in mind, however, that 
as a rule the effects of this type of competition are not immediate, al
lowing time for those involved either to. adjust their activities, to 
change them, or to retire from the market, we may state that product 
innovations do not normally generate unemployment but, rather, 
contribute to an increase in employment. It is true, however, that 
both process and product innovations determine an almost continu
ous redistribution of workers, the intensity of which will vary accord
ing to the activities and periods involved. This makes it necessary to 
organize private or public institutions for the formation of wor~ers. 
The process of redistributing workers, however, encounters vanous 
kinds of obstacle and one of its consequences is an increase in unem
ployment. To some extent, then, unemployment can be considered as 
the result of a mismatch between the demand for labour and the vari
ous skills of workers: this is readily apparent when both vacancies and 
unemployment increase. 

One special type of mismatch in the labour market can be ob
served in the different regions of a given country, such as, for in
stance, the North and the South of Italy. In the North we find areas 
with very near full employment, whereas in the South the average 
rate of unemployment exceeds 20%. Certainly, a number of persons 
from the South go to the North; yet the number of Northern firms 
hiring workers from other countries is both high and increasing. This 
is not easy to explain, since many factors are involved: lack of the re
quired skills, the cost of moving from distant regions, the cost of ac
commodation, family ties and customs; there is also the possibility of 
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finding a job in the 'informal' economy - an issue to which I shall re
turn. 

To be sure, technological and organizational progress necessar
ily imply an incessant redistribution of workers among firms and sec
tors. More specifically, unemployment is composed of two flows: one 
consists of workers who have lost their jobs and are looking for an
other one, the other of young people in search of a first job. Within 
certain limits, both flows are physiological; the change from one job 
to another necessarily requires time: it becomes pathological when 
the search exceeds a certain duration. Within limits, the second type 
of flow is also physiological, since young people need time to find a 
job consistent with their education and aspirations. On the whole, the 
main reason why most economists, without advancing explanations, 
consider that so-called frictional - I prefer to say 'physiological' - un
employment has increased in the last four or five decades (from 2-3% 
to 4-5% of the labour force) is that the average level of education has 
increased considerably. 

If we adopt a long-term view we may state that even the shifts in 
employment from agricultural towards non-agricultural activities and 
from industry towards services have to be related to technological and 
organizational innovations; this also applies to the redistribution of 
acti~ities at world level. It remains true, however, that at the national 
level these changes can lead to unemployment only if aggregate de
mand increases more slowly than productivity, the increase in which, 
broadly conceived, is the main consequence of technological and or
ganizational changes. 

4. Different types of flexibility in the labour market. The case of 
the United States 

We have to distinguish at least four types of flexibility: in wages, in 
conditions concerning the firing of workers, in the duration of con
tracts and in the use of part-time workers. Naturally, the different 
types of flexibility are interrelated. Thus, if the legal difficulties in
volved in firing workers are considerable, wages will be rigid down
wards, whereas they will be very flexible in an upward direction. On 
the other hand, if recourse to part-time work is limited, then the sup-
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ply of labour will be less than if there were no restrictions, since · 
fewer women and students will enter the labour market. The lower 
the flexibility, broadly conceived, the higher, ceteris paribus, the pro~
ability that real wages will rise. Although a rapid rise in real wages 1s 
only one of the consequences of relative downward rigidity in the la
bour market, it is certainly a relevant consequence. 

It is worth reflecting on a comparison between the United States 
and Italy, which .in several respects can be considered as representing 
European countries. The most suitable data on which to reflect refer 
to wages and compensations and the growth of GNP, industrial out· 
put and employment. Real compensation include~ employers' s~cial 
security contributions, whereas real wages do not; m both countnes I 
have taken 1970 = 100 and consider the year 1996: 

Real compens-ation 

Real wages 

USA Italy 

116 

87 

180 

150 

(In the United States real compensations increased over the 
whole period although in several single years it declined; in Italy real 
compensations increased much more than i~ the United s.tates. Re.al 
wages fell in the United States, whereas they mcreased constderably m 
Italy.) 

USA Italy 

GNP 212 195 

Total employment 165 111 

Industrial output 212 210 

Industrial employment 121 86 

From the above data it appears that in the USA 58% of the in
crease in GNP in the period considered is to be attributed to the in
crease in employment and only 42% to the increase in productivity, 
whereas the corresponding figures for Italy are 13% (employment) 
and 87% (productivity). In the case of industry the divergence is still 
more pronounced; in the United States, 19% of the increase in output 
is to be attributed to employment and 81% to productivity, whereas 
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in Italy more than 100% is attributable to productivity, since indus
trial employment declined by 14% in the period. 

These impressive divergences can be attributed not only to the 
different compositions of production but also to the characteristics of 
the labour market in the two countries. Thus, it seems evident that, 
all other things being equal, if it is easier to fire workers in one coun
try than in another, the bargaining power of the unions will be less 
and the upward pressure on wages lower; at the same time, the pro
pensity to hire will also be higher. It is fitting to point out, however, 
that the high level of flexibility in the American labour market is by 
no means an unmixed blessing. Apart from the feasibility of a policy 
aimed at bringing the flexibility in the labour markets of Europe up 
to the level of the United States, the above data and the productivity 
equation show that, ceteris paribus, high flexibility implies a lower 
rate of increase in productivity; and this, in the long run, could im
peril the international competitiveness of the United States, with in
creasingly serious problems for the balance of trade. There is a rem
edy for this, namely to increase efforts in research, in order to im
prove the already respectable position of the United States in the in
ternational markets, as well as in the domestic market for high
technology products. 

. One reason why a high degree of flexibility in the labour mar· 
ket tends to depress the increase in productivity is that workers tend 
not to identify themselves with the firms that employ them, knowing 
that they can be fired at short notice; moreover, managers are not 
much inclined to introduce labour-saving machinery, since labour is 
cheap, wages do not increase quickly and workers can be both easily 
fired and easily replaced. 

It follows from the above that when the labour market is too 
rigid there are troubles, but troubles of a different kind can arise 
when flexibility is unlimited. Here, too, there is a problem of achiev
ing an optimum level; and there is no doubt that in Italy - and, I be
lieve, in most European countries -, in spite of the recent remarkable 
progress, we have not yet achieved this optimum level. 

Considering the extraordinary achievements of the United 
States in increasing employment, it may seem that a high degree of 
flexibility in the labour market has the crucial role and that the main 
route to combat unemployment is gradually to increase the degree of 
flexibility. 
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This it not so: investment is no less important, both in the short 
and, even more so, in the long run; and if private investment is not 
enough, public investment is necessary, provided its productive char
acter be evident. The effectiveness of investment in reducing unem
ployment, however, also depends on the degree of flexibility in the 
labour market. In fact, the ratio between the flows of investment and 
of income should be very much higher in countries with relatively 
low levels of flexibility than in countries with relatively high flexibil
ity. Thus, by taking the United States as representing the latter coun
tries and France as representing the former, it appears from the data 
(for France and the United States see the diagrams in the Appendix) 
that in France this ratio should be more than four points higher than 
in the United States simply to keep a constant level of employment. 
This is because in countries with low labour market flexibility real 
wages and productivity increase more rapidly. Naturally, the gap be
tween the two ratios in the two types of country neither is nor can be 
stable, since the behaviour of productivity does not depend only on 
real wages and real wages do not depend only on money wages, but 
also on the prices of raw materials and fuel and on exchange rates. 
The fundamental point is that productivity is not an exogenous but 
an endogenous variable, that depends, first of all, on variations in 
wages. All this means that the Keynesian recommendation to increase 
investment in order to combat unemployment covers only one half of 
the strategy to be adopted; the other half is to increase flexibility -
apart from collateral measures. If, until a few years ago, the relatively 
low flexibility of the labour market in many European countries did 
not hinder a situation of near full employment, this was because na
tional and international conditions were favourable to the relatively 
rapid growth of income and investment. In fact, when income in
creases rapidly, a low flexibility (referring to the conditions of firing 
workers) does not prevent a relatively low rate of unemployment, 
since in such conditions the main problem is to hire, not to fire peo
ple. The difficulties have appeared more recently, owing to various 
factors, among which are the restrictions imposed by the Maastricht 
agreement. The outlook has improved considerably since the launch 
of the euro. 

Three remarks. First: the relative rigidity of the labour market 
has stimulated the expansion of the informal economy in several 
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European countries, especially those in which a considerable share of 
the productive structure is relatively weak and finds it difficult to sus
tain the entire burden of taxation and the conditions agreed between 
industrialists and trade unions who represent the modern part of the 
economy. The informal economy - irregular self-employed workers 
and informal units - is particularly widespread in Spain and in Italy; 
at the same time, both countries have pathologically high unemploy
ment rates. The two phenomena are closely related: there is little 
doubt that a large number of people working in the informal econ
omy are included in the unemployment statistics: they should be con
sidered not as unemployed, but as pathologically employed. I would 
even go as far as to say that a very rough estimate of the numbers 
working in the informal economy can be obtained by subtracting 
from the rate of unemployment the percentage - say, 5% - of fric
tional ('physiological') unemployment. Strictly speaking, the whole 
informal economy is pathological, since irregular self-employed 
workers and the organizers of informal units do not pay taxes or so
cial security contributions; wages for employees are below official 
levels; moreover, informal units encounter serious difficulties in ex
panding beyond certain limits, exporting and introducing new tech
nologies. Yet we find a great variety of situations, some of which 
verge on the physiological. From the standpoint of employment, the 
informal economy is better than nothing, but in increasing flexibility 
in the labour market, governments will do well simultaneously to 

adopt incentives to bring informal units into the formal economy. 
Second. The I/Y ratio will be higher not only in countries in 

which productivity increases more rapidly, but also where the p).lblic 
component of investment is greater, since investment per worker is 
generally higher in the case of public investment. 

Third. Having contributed, together with other economists, to 
the preparation of the "Manifesto" to combat unemployment in the 
European Union promoted by Franco Modigliani, I must point out 
that the strategy proposed there in fact includes the two main reme
dies mentioned above, i.e. investment and flexibility. However, 
Modigliani sees the second remedy as useful integration of the funda
mental cure - investment -, whereas I see the two as interdependent 
and attach equal importance to both. Modigliani (1999) criticises 
Jacques Dreze for supporting a proposal (Dreze and Malinvaud 1994 
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and Dreze 1995) based on flexibility, a proposal that I had already 
elaborated out in a book of mine of 1989 where- in contrast to Dreze 
- I placed flexibility and investment on the same footing. The issue is 
indeed important, since Modigliani bases his reasoning on the premise 
that productivity is to be considered as an exogenous factor, whereas 
for me it should be viewed as an endogenous variable. The difference 
is relevant not only for analytical purposes, hut also for the purposes 
of economic policy. 

5. The effects of competition from developing countries on the 
mature industries of advanced countries. The case of Italy 

Flexibility, and particularly the downward flexibility of wages, is 
relevant - so it seems -when competition from developing countries 
becomes acute. Increasing numbers of these countries are entering the 
international markets by exporting ever larger quantities of goods 
such as textiles and shoes, the production of which is constantly sub
ject to improvements and adaptations while tlie basic technologies are 
largely standardized and change relatively little. The establishment of 
unsophisticated types of production in these industries becomes pos
sible once a country has achieved a minimum level of efficiency in its 
public administration and a non-negligible number of workers has 
completed at least elementary education. Countries ·of this type are in 
a position to exert strong competitive pressure since their wages are a 
small fraction (1/10 or even less) of those paid to unskilled workers in 
advanced countries. In these circumstances any increase in the down
ward flexibility of wages in advanced countries can help very little: in 
the long run these types of production are doomed. Internal demand 
can be satisfied through imports from developing countries to which 
some firms will transfer their activities; other firms operating in ma
ture industries will be compelled to set up new and more sophisti
cated production lines. 

A reflection on past trends can be illuminating. One hundred 
years ago, 34% of cotton - indicating the level of development of the 
textile industry - was utilised in Western Europe; in 1989 this share 
had fallen to 7%, whereas in Asia and Oceania the same share had in-
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creased from 7 to 35%. The share of steel - an indicator of the level of 
development of the metalworking industries - processed in \XI estern 
Europe was 45% one hundred years ago and 19% in 1989, whereas in 
Asia and Oceania the share rose from 0.3% to 26%. These and other 
similar figures, estimated by Fortis (1993), indicate gigantic shifts in 
the international division of labour that take a long time to become 
fully manifest. The most dynamic industry of our time, the electron
ics industry, was born in Western Europe and the United States and 
branched out into a variety of subsectors; at present the United States 
has become the leader in several subsectors, while certain firms that 
began in Asia as satellites of American corporations have recently be
come relatively autonomous as the result of a process of standardiza
tion. At the same time European and, even more, American corpora
tions are developing new production lines within the electronics in
dustry, which still retains its leading role in the process of change that 
characterizes modern capitalism and embraces all types of industry. 

Limited aspects of this process can be detected by examining 
special cases. If, in an advanced country like Italy, we analyze indus
tries in which the workforce comprises mostly unskilled workers and 
which are therefore vulnerable to competition from developing coun
tries, we will expect to find imports increasing faster than exports and 
productivity increasing more slowly than the average, since the pres
sure of competition from developing countries will apply the brake to 
domestic production and therefore, due to the Smith effect, also to 
the increase in productivity. This particular brake does not operate in 
the case of dynamic industries, in which skilled workers prevail; in 
these we will expect to find productivity increasing more than the av
erage and exports increasing more than imports. I have considered 
two mature industries, textiles and shoes, and one dynamic industry, 
mechanical industry. \XIhen considering real cases, we must remember 
that, although the majority of the workers are wage-earners, a good 
share of them (10-20%) are self-employed. As is well known, in Italy 
the overall share of self-employed (about 30%) is higher than in other 
~u.ropean countries; but even in these countries it is by no means neg
hgible and should not be ignored, as it is by most economists when 
elaborating models concerning the labour markets. In discussing the 
employment issue, it is interesting to observe the behaviour of self
employed in the industrial sectors we have selected. The following 
data seem to correspond to expectations. 
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I. Production 

2. Employment 

3. Productivity 

4. Impons 

5. Exports 

6. Employment, 1996 

- wage earners 

-self-employed workers 
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Total Textiles 

2.0 

-0.7 

2.7 

85 

83 

101 

1.1 

-1.0 

2.1 

2.5 

1.7 

77 

70 

102 

TABLE l 

Shoes Machinery 

0.4 4.7 

-0.1 -0.4 

0.5 5.1 

4.2 3.7 

2.2 5.4 

98 92 

92 90 

131 ll9 

1·5: 1970-1996 average ra1es of yearly changes; 6: 1970 - 100. . . . 
Sources: ISCO, Quadri della rontabilitti nazionale italitma, 1995, n. 2; ISTAT, Statuttche del rommercto estero, 

v.uious years. 

A short comment is needed on the different behaviour of the 
numbers of wage-earners and of that of self-employed workers. In all 
industries wage-earners diminish - by 30% in the case of textiles -, 
while self-employed workers increase - by 31% in the case of shoes. 
This decline is attributable either to technological changes or to com
petition from developing countries, or both. The increase in ~elf
employed workers is attributable, instead, to other fa:tor~, mrunly 
two. In the first place self-employed workers are more mclmed than 
wage earners - who are generally defended by trade u~i~ns - to accept 
reductions in their incomes, simply to defend thetr mdependence. 
Secondly, the activity of self-employed ":orkers .is ~ore r~silient than 
that of firms that hire employers; by dtfferenuaung thetr products, 
small firms can more easily find 'niches' in national and internati?nal 
markets. It is certainly worthwhile analyzing in depth the behavwur 
of the two categories of workers and of small firms. In doing so, a 
fundamental distinction must be made, from the outset, between tra
ditional and modern units; this largely corresponds to the distinction 
between units that use simple, quasi-stationary techniques of produc
tion and those that use techniques closer to the technological frontier. 
Thus in advanced countries we find in the production of robots and 
elect;omedical instruments and in certain segments of the electronics 
industry either self-employed workers or very small firms, created. by 
groups of engineers, supplying highly sophisticated goods or servtces 

to large firms. 
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In any case, to return to the competition from developing coun
tries, economists and politicians should be aware that, with the diffu
sion of education and with the spread of standardization in an increas
ing number of activities, competition is bound to become stronger: in 
the long run the only means of defence for advanced countries is to 
intensify their efforts to develop pure and applied research, with the 
aim of finding more and more economically efficient methods of pro
duction and of creating new products. 

6_ Small firms, industrial districts and the organization of re
search 

Static and dynamic economies of scale, which dominated until re
cently the evolution of modern industrial capitalism and provided the 
stimulus for the formation of large corporations (in both national and 
international terms), no longer predominate: dynamic small- and me
dium-sized firms have acquired greater importance_ Large firms con
tinue to play a crucial role in applied research and innovation, as well 
as contributing to the growth of output. But they no longer lead the 
field and in terms of employment, though not of output, their impact 
is generally negative, in the sense that they often exploit technological 
progress to 'restructure' their organizations cutting their labour force. 
The tendency towards a diminution in the labour force employed in 
large units has been accelerated by the recent trend towards mergers 
which is creating continental giants in certain industries, like motor
cars, and in certain sectors, like credit and banking. Apart from the. 
slow and difficult process of reducing working hours, the task of ab
sorbing the new generations of workers is being increasingly left to 
small- and medium-sized firms. 

The reasons for the revival of the small firm are several. First, 
the gradual but significant improvement in the standard of living of 
consumers in general has determined an increasing differentiation of 
needs, thus creating new scope for small firms. Second, the improve
ment in the standard of living of large masses of workers has trans
lated into a refusal of routine work such as that offered by an assem
bly lme, a typical instance of economies of scale. Third, certain new 
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technologies, such as microelectronics, mean that activities previously 
not suitable for small firms are now economically attractive. 

Economies of scale belong to the broad category of internal 
economies that offer not only methods of mass production, but also 
the advantages of permitting the vertical and horizontal integration of 
different operations. However, some new technologies have trans
formed a number of internal economies into external economies ac
cessible to small firms, provided they have the advantage of territorial 
proximity and, therefore, of auxiliary services and specific infrastruc
ture; such conditions are present in industrial districts. 

It is well to emphasise that the Marshallian distinction between 
internal and external economies, which are at the basis of industrial 
districts, can already be found in Adam Smith, witness chapter III of 
Book I of his W'ealth of Nations. Marshall's merit is to have accom
plished a modern analysis of the two types of advantage. However, 
Marshall forced these phenomena, which are essentially dynamic, into 
a static theory of the firm, whereas Smith included them in his analy
sis of the division of labour, which he conceived as a complex and 
dynamic process, the conclusion of which is very different from the 
over-simplified or even trivial interpretations of most contemporary 
economtsts. 

From the point of view of the growth of production, large firms 
still have certain advantages over of small ones. These include a higher 
export capacity, increased possibility of obtaining bank loans and 
credit at favourable terms, and the ability to promote applied research 
by building laboratories within their organizations. As a rule, small 
firms are unable to produce innovations; they are, at best, in a posi
tion to exploit and adapt those produced by others. Small firms can 
progressively reduce the above drawbacks, even without the need for 
special public intervention, through associations of various types; but 
public support is helpful, especially in the form of fiscal measures. In 
organizing research, however, public intervention is not only helpful: 
special institutions and laboratories are necessary. This approach has 
been adopted by public authorities in all the advanced countries, es
pecially after the second world war; special agencies have been created 
to spread information about technological innovations among small 
firms; or special organisms have been promoted, such as the 'business 
incubators' in the United States, created through the co-operation of 
local authorities, private firms and universities. Some countries, such 
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~s Italy~ would like to follow suit, but to date their efforts have been 
msuff1c1ent. 

All th~ng~ considered, the principal efforts of public authorities 
sho~ld consist m the strong promotion of industrial districts by accel-
erating spontaneous trends already under way Th h d' · h ld . . us, eac Jstnct 
s . ou be endo_wed with several centres, one to simplify and harmo-
mse bureaucratic and fiscal requirements another to pro h 

· f ' mote t e ex-
pans_wn o ~xports, still another to strengthen the guarantees for 
credit and, fmally, a centre to spread informat1'0 n c · · . . . . oncerntng tnnova-
twns a':'d to J?ermlt the1r production by special laboratories The 
promouon of mdustrial districts calls for the building u of s . ecific 
mfrastructures. p p 

7. Economic policy measures and the question of timing 

The r.ecommendation to launch a programme of specific infrastruc
tures m o;der to prom'?te the development of industrial districts fits 
n~turally mto a Keyne~Jan type of strategy. Yet, there are important 
d1fferences between th1s and a true Keynesian approach part! b _ 

K ' 1' ' y e cau:e eynes po 1cy was conceived at a very specific point in time, 
dunng the Gre~t Depress_ion, when the fundamental problem, after 
year: of _stagnauon and h1gh unemployment, was to promote an ex
pansiOn Ill aggregate demand, by any means. Today in Europe there is 
an ur_gent _need l~ adopt measures to combat unemployment, which 
esp_eC!ally m c_ertam parts of Europe has reached dimensions and a du
rauon of ~rag1~ proportions. But if we choose the path of promoting 
an expanswn '? aggregate demand, we need to be very selective. \Yf e 
have to recogmze that some of the ~~it_icisms directed toward Keynes 
~ere w~ll founded: not. only the cnt1C1:m concerning admittedly un
P. oducu:e expense, wh1c.h Keynes cons1dered fattte de mieux, but also 
his genenc recommendation of public investment. Rather it is neces-
s d f h . > ary to e me t e prec1se terms of the problem concerning productive 
~ffects. and the t~m_ing of public investment. Europe today is emerg
mg, wnh great difficulty, from a very serious crisis in public finances 
and we cannot risk re-creating past problems. To avoid this risk, w~ 
wou_ld do better ~o recommend not just public investment in general, 
but mvestment directed towards specific purposes, such as infrastruc-
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tures to support the development of industrial districts. In this case 
the complementarity of public and private investment is absolutely 
clear, so that it is virtually certain that the completion of the infra
structure will be followed in the short run by an expansion in private 
investment. This means that the list of direct incentives intended to 
promote private investment will have to include not only a reduction 
in corporation taxes and of interest rates, but also the creation of spe
cific infrastructure. Naturally, if other infrastructure is planned- such 
as that recommended by Jacques Delors, for instance - there can be 
no objections, provided that their productive nature be clearly visible 
and ascertained. Specific public investment such as that just described 
belongs to the output-increasing category: it is certainly not labour-. . 

savmg. 
Any programme including the creation of specific infrastructure 

raises the problem of rapid decisions and tangible results. It seems to 
me that interminable bureaucratic delays can only be overcome by 
unifying all the decisions concerning each public works contract in 
one centre, under a director whose contract envisages the payment of 
a bonus if the job is done well and completed on schedule. 

The basic idea in the "Manifesto" ·quoted above is that the 
European partners should agree on a common strategy, which would 
enable the actions of individual governments to reinforce each other; 
in' this way an expansion in demand in one country could promote 
the expansion of exports and imports in the others, thereby multiply
ing the positive effects on output and on employment. Our "Mani
festo" recommends primarily measures to promote an expansion in 
demand using state budgets, the European Funds and an appropriate 
monetary policy, similar to that adopted by the Federal Reserve Sys
tem, to overcome the paralysing fear of inflation, which has no reason 
to exist today, with the trade unions' acceptance of wage moderation 
and relative stability in the prices of raw materials. 

In this paper I have tried to explain my endorsement of the rec
ommendation to promote an expansion. The "Manifesto" also rec
ommends measures to increase flexibility in the labour market, in
cluding the unpopular measure of facilitating the firing of redundant 
workers. However, we also warn the politicians first, that it would 
not be wise to imitate the conditions prevailing in the United States 
and, second, to prepare these measures with a view to applying them 
not immediately, but in a situation approaching full employment. 
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Thus, in Veneto, to give an instance taken from I I . 
te~ded to facil~tate the firing of redundant workerst;;u~e~~~re; m

~o ay, meeft lwl nh too much resistance, since that region already::~ 
Joys near u employment In a f h 
g t fl 'b T . h . ny event, urt er progress towards 
rea er e.x' I Jty m t e labour market is to be recommended ri ht 

?ow, precisely because the measures to be adopted are m d ; . 
Impact cannot be achieved in the short term any an t eJr 

Our. "!"fanifesto" contains a special r~commendati . 
form subsidies whenever possible into incentives to rod on .. to trans
reflect on the variety of subsidies devised to he! th/ uct;on. If we 
the considerable cost incurred in dis burs. h p . ~nemp oyed and 
ciate that this recommendation is by mg t em, It Ids easy to appre-

no means a secon ary one. 

APPENDIX 

~::af.:oductivity and the employment equations: some econometric es-

~;ave ~~ima~et the above equations for several countries and different peri
Ge;m:~ s~~s actory or very satisfactory results. The countries are: Italy, 
. h 8) YA ance, Sweden, USA, Canada, Japan (see Sylos Labini 1993 
~orapit. I . f s anh exa~pdle, I present below the estimates of the three equation~ 

a y, or t e peno 1960-85: 

fi ~ o.36Y + o.15 (L- r)_, + 0.45 (\v _ fi .J_" 
2.81 3.21 3.22 .. 

-2 
R - 0.84 
DW- 1.98 

N - o.64 '¥- o.15 (L- P)_, _ 0.45 (\v _ r J 
9.39 3.21 3.22 m -2.3 

-2 
R ~ 0.84 
DW -1.98 

LiN - 1.11 a- 2.01 '¥ + o.55 (L- r) + 1.86 (w _ fimJ., 
2.47 8.22 2.89 7.55 . 

-2 
R -0.77 
DW- 1.45 

. The specular behaviour of the two curves UN and I/Y b b d 
m the fol1owin d' ' , can e o serve 
. . g •agra~s, drawn by Stefano Sylos Labini, who proposed the 
mterpretatwn summanzed at the end of sect•'on 2 of Th 
s ] b h · my paper. e same 
J;~ ar ~ av•our can ~!so be observed in the cases of Germany and the 
beh '.the mfterplretatwn m t.he latter country is probably attributable to the 

avwur o rea compensations. 
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FRANCE 

22.7 

20.5 

IIY = Manufacturing investments/GNP x 100. 
UN= Unemployment r.He. 

1984 

GERMANY 

1991 1997 

I/Y {sinc~_1?91 East Germany is included) 
26.7 r-7~------"-------':.._ __ .:._ _____ --..,. 
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UN- Unemployment rate. 
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GREAT BRITAIN 

I/Y = Manufacturing investments/GNP x 100. 
UN = Unemployment rate. 

UN 
11.8 

8.9 

6.0 

3.1 
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UN~ Unemployment rate. 
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